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Abstract 
In this paper, we address wireless sensor network localization problems that have high reliability in an environment 
where physical node destruction is possible. We propose a new security localization algorithm TVSL (Threshold and 
Vote Security Localization) for wireless sensor network (WSN). This algorithm improves the safety performance of 
positioning process of nodes in WSN by using the threshold idea and vote with sensor nodes. The advantage of this 
algorithm is that no additional hardware is needed, easy integration with other localization algorithms, and the safety 
performance of localization algorithm is improved obviously. From the simulation of this algorithm, we get the 
expected results. 
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1. Introduction 
In WSN, the nodes’ location information is necessary to determine the detected event location, yet the 
key performance of WSN is to detect and inform the locations of known events. Therefore, providing the 
nodes’ location in WSN has come into agreement. As many nodes need to be deployed in WSN, and it is 
impossible to do manual deployment, assembling GPS instruments on every node can’t be realized. 
Recently, many methods are presented to solve nodes’ self-localization in WSN, but the same problem of 
these methods is to compute other unknown nodes’ location by using known anchors’ information. In 
many military fields, such as mine detection robots, battlefield monitor and biologic attack detections, 
enemies can destroy the self-localization performance of nodes, even disable the self-localization system, 
by making anchors provide there location information with big errors. 
The security of localization system, the power efficiency and the localization accuracy are three main 
criterions to estimate the localization design of WSN.  But the security as a key factor is noticed only just, 
and there is little attention to correlate researches. Furthermore, the methods presented only focus on 
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hardware costs, algorithm complexities, communication and computation consumptions, and deployment 
requirements. For solving the security of node self-localization system, based on the connective 
information of nodes and the beam direction of the sink, this paper shows a secure localization algorithm, 
called node cooperative secure localization (TVSL), which has little complexities, low communication 
and computation consumptions, and needn’t additional hardware requirements. 
2. Credibility Threshold λ
At the time locating, every unknown node needs to refer to many anchors’ location information and 
the distances to them. However, when the network is attacked, some of these anchors may be acquired by 
adversaries, so give the error reference information to unknown nodes. For this reason, at the time 
locating, the unknown node i  needs to analyze the reliability on the information from anchors. In this 
paper, we give a threshold to determine the reliability.  
For determining the reliability of all the anchors, the reliability threshold is proposed in this paper. 
Assuming that there are M anchors in the network, we select anchor j  as the unknown node, then 
calculating the location of the anchor j  based on genetic algorithm by using the reference information 
from other anchors in the network.   
As the location of anchor j  known, jerrm  can be obtained by using the formula（1）,
( ) ( )j j j j
j
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Here, ( , )j jx y  and ( , )j jx y% %  separately denote the reference location and the estimated one provided by 
anchor j . R is the communication radium of the nodes in the network. Then we do similar calculation on 
the location of other anchors by using roulette method, and obtain the corresponding error. After that, we 
rearrange the error of all anchors as an array in descending. At last, array errm  will be obtained. Then 
we can give the reliability threshold to every anchor. 
    Definition 1: Assuming that anchor l  lies on the number k in the array errm , so the credibility 






                                                                   （2）
Here, M is the numbers of the anchors in the network, and λ is called credibility threshold of anchors. 
3. Secure localization algorithm based on threshold and vote 
Assume the existence of n unknown nodes and m unknown anchor nodes, and m <<n. This algorithm 
can be divided into three steps, which are determining a collection of two-hop anchor nodes, meshing, 
and calculating the number of votes and the location of unknown node. 
3.1.  Vote determining the set of anchor nodes  
To distribute n_num nodes in the region L, and define the one-hop and two-hop anchor nodes set as: 
{ }1 1 1, 1, 2,S iLH S L R i L= − ≤ = L                                                         (3) 
{ }2 2 22 , 1, 2,S jLH R S L R j L= < − ≤ = L                                                (4) 
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Here, ii yx ,  is the real coordinate of anchor node, and i
l
 is the estimated distance between the anchor 
node and unknown nodes. 
To calculate the minimum x and y coordinate, also the maximum x and y coordinates, denoted 
respectively as x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max. The estimated region of unknown nodes’ location is 
denoted as : 
      P_rec(x_max-R,x_min+R,y_max-R,y_min+R)                                             (5) 
To define P_rec rectangular area as the whole region, split P_rec into multiple grids with side S, 
denominate the grid by using the midpoint of it.  Each midpoint of grids is denoted as ( )viii vyx ,, . Here, 
ii yx , is the coordinate of the grid’s center, and iv  is the number of votes to the grid, the initial value of 
which is 1. 
 To define ii yx ,   in 2LS ( )2, ii yx as the center of the circle and R as the radius, then vote to each node in ( )viii vyx ,, . If ( ) ( ) 22222 Ryyxx iviivi <=−+− , the number of votes to this node is 0. After the voting, to search the 
coordinates of all nodes whose notes are 0, and remove them, then denote the remaining set of ( )viii vyx ,,
as ( ) 1,, viii vyx .
Similarly, to define ii yx ,  in ( )1,, iii lyx  as the center of the circle and R as the radius, then vote to 
each node in ( ) 1,, viii vyx . If ( ) ( ) ( )21211211 _ rElyyxx iiviivi −<−+−  or ( ) ( ) ( )21211211 _ rElyyxx iiviivi −>−+− , the 
number of votes to this node is 0. After the voting, to search the coordinates of all nodes whose notes are 
0, and remove them, then denote the remaining set as ( ) 2,, viii vyx .
3.2. Calculation of the credibility threshold 
Using the set 1LS ( )1,, iii lyx  of one-hop anchor nodes to estimate the distance between the nodes of it to 
ones of the remaining coordinate set ( ) 2,, viii vyx , that is  
( ) ( )( ) 2/1221221_ ivjivji yyxxcall −+−= ,                                                      (6)               ( ) ( )( )( )2/1221221minmin_ ivjivji yyxxl −+−=                        
(7)
Here, ( )nj ,1∈  and n denotes the number of coordinates in ( ) 2,, viii vyx .  Similarly, the following can be 
concluded,  
                                             ( ) ( )( )( )2/1221221maxmax_ ivjivji yyxxl −+−=                                          (8)
Here, ( )nj ,1∈  and n denotes the number of coordinates in ( ) 2,, viii vyx . If max_min_ iii lll << , the 
estimated distance of this node is very credible, then the credibility threshold of this node is 1=icre . If the 
formula is not true, the next step is to calculate ))max_(min),_(min(_ iiiii llabsllabsercre −−= . When the 
calculation for all the one-hop nodes is completed, the following work is to rank all the iercre _  from the 
minimum to the maximum. According to the rankings, their credibility is ranked upside down, if the rank 
of the node S in 
iercre _  is k, then: ( )1/1s += kcre                                                                                  (9) 
3.3. Determine of the unknown node location 
To make the minimum mean square estimation method and the credibility threshold for the set of the 
remaining coordinates from the part  by using one-hop set 1LS ( )1,, iii lyx  of the anchor nodes, that is, 











                                             (10) 
Here, n is the number of one-hop anchor nodes. To calculate all the jE  in the set ( ) 2,, viii vyx , rank the set 
of jE ,  and find the smallest value, then estimate the location of the unknown node whose coordinate is id. 
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Similarly, the location of all unknown nodes in the region can be estimated. The formula to calculate the 
possibility of localization is:  
numunnumposrpos _/__ =                                                           (11) 
Here, numpos _  is the number of the unknown nodes that can be localized. The condition of 
localization is that the number of anchor nodes is not less than 3.  
4. Algorithm simulation 
For validating the performance of the algorithm, this paper implements a series of simulation for this 
location algorithm. In the simulation, the initial network is set to a 5 5R R×  square network, and nodes of 
the network topology are randomly generated in uniform distribution. There are 200 nodes, 20 to 140 
anchor nodes, and the communication radius is 10 meters, the estimation error being E_er = 0.4R. 
In the simulation of the ratio of anchor nodes, assuming other conditions unchanged, the proportion of 
malicious anchor nodes increases from 5% to 20%. To compare the influence of ranging error on different    
anchor nodes, the results are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b). 
               
                               
Fig.1. (a) the safety performance in joint attack;                         (b) the safety performance in non-joint attack
In the simulation of the number of nodes, assuming other conditions unchanged, the number of nodes 
increases from 200 to 500. To compare the relationship of localization error and ratio to the total number 
of nodes, the results are shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b). 
From Figure 1-2, demonstrates the robustness of TVSL algorithm against vicious beacon nodes with 
joint attack and Non-joint attack, respectively. It is obvious that, with the same vicious beacon nodes, 
group attack can result in larger localization error, in other words, the attack is more effective. However, 
in the whole, for different attack modes, TVSL algorithm can highly reduce the localization error by the 
vicious attack. So, TVSL well defends vicious attack. 
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                Fig.2. (a) the safety performance in joint attack;                           (b) the safety performance in non-joint attack 
5. Conclusions 
The security localization of nodes is important part of network defense and location computing, also 
is the central and difficult issue in network security and location study. In this paper  new security 
localization (TVSL) is proposed, the algorithm first to use the vote method reduce the location area. Then 
uses credibility threshold idea improve the robustness of the position calculation process and defense 
performance by malicious attack. In this paper, analysis performance of security localization of TVSL 
algorithm in different attack mode. The simulation results show that the algorithm is able to receive a 
lower average location error in different attack mode, and small influence of localization performance of 
TVSL algorithm in the case of have malicious attack. 
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